Summary
Certain statistical problems in life te sting and reliability lead to the consideration of minimizing and maximizing certain integrals of the form j 0 (x , F(x)) dx F(x) = 1 -F{x] ^0
under the assumption that the distribution function F has increasing hazard rate and that one or two moments are given. The minimizing (maximizing) distributions for the special cases con- In addition to this assumption, some prior information in 2 2 the form of the mean yu , and the variance o = Up -n., of the distribution may be known. Since in the IHR case H with equality only for exponential distribution, an estimate of the coefficient of variation a/p,, may represent the statistician's belief in the amount of departure of the failure distribution from exponentiality.
With the mean and variance assumed known we consider the problem of minimizing and maximizing certain integrals of the form observations from a population with IHR cdf F. Let W = U -U n n 1 denote the sample range. Then we may seek to minimize (maximize)
where F(x) = 1 -F(x) . The integrand is of the form 0(x , y) where p(x , y) = 1 -(1 -y) n -y 11 is concave in y .
For another example, consider a replacement policy of the form: Replace at tÄfflS t or at failure, whichever occurs first.
We may then seek to minimize (maximize) the following integrals:
-5-i.e., the expected time 'between removals for either a failed or nonfailed item.
i.e., the expected time between failure removals using a replacement policy hased on t . The reciprocal of this quantity occurs as an upper bound on the renewal function divided by t , [5J«
i.e., the expected time between planned replacements using a replacement policy based on t .
A related expression is:
I.e., the mean residual life of an item aged t . Bounds on densities and failure rate functions will be discussed in a future joint paper with A. Marshall.
^. Bounds on Integrals when F is IHR vith Specified Mean
If 0(x , y) is sufficiently smooth the problem of minimizing
is comparatively simple. If F is IHR with mean ^ and p(x)
This result is essentially due to Karlin and Novikoff and follows easily from their method of proof in [6] . Using (3.1) and the method of proof in Karlin [3] and
when the indicated integrals exist and where G is the distribution ^1 degenerate at 1^ . Therefore, by (5.1)
and hence I'CX) j <L 0 . Therefore
Q «JQ
If we assume 0 (x , y) is concave in y and ^r-0 (x , y) is nondecreasing in x , then all inequalities are reversed.
The other inequalities follow in a similar manner. |j
Of course an analogous theorem can be stated for DHR distributions. 
where 0 (x , y) = 1 -y 11 -(l -y) n . Since 0 is concave in y, Theorem J.l applies and we have n-1 0 ^-" n 1" -^ ""I k=l for sharp upper and lower bounds on the expected range. Intuitively, this inequality tells us that observations on IHR random variable?
tend to cluster together more closely than observations from an exponentially distributed random variable with the same mean. In a similar manner we obtain sharp upper and lower bounds on the expected values of the minimum and the maximum observations.
satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 for (2) (x , y) concave in y and |-0(x , y) nondecreasing in x when a ^ 1. Using this 0 we can bound all moments of U . Namely Assume now that F is IHR with mean p_ and. p^ specified.
In For an age replacement policy this denotes the expected tline between removals using a policy determined by t . 
Case 2. t ^ s(oo) . F(x) crosses G^ (x) from above at s(oo)
and Since clearly
for all x ,
This proves (l) •
To prove (ii) we first note tha.t
and hence
is sharp. The inequality is clear for small t . If it were ever violated, then a fortiori it would also be violated for t -+ «• which is impossible.
-17-
k.2 Mean Residual Life
The mean residual life of ah-item aged t is.
/ F(x) dxyf^t) .
If F is IHR , this ratio is necessarily nonincreasing in t t^T . Since F(x) ^G (x) for 0 0 ^ x ^ T n we see that 
as desired.
Case _J. t > T . We can always choose T = t and G e $ so (ii) Again we take cases. -ö^ij
